
7:50 AM Weather Forecast

Wednesday, February 21, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü High temperatures can overachieve vs the 

graph to the left.  High temperatures near 

63 F will be possible. 

Wind/Clouds:
ü Partly cloudy skies expected for today but 

plenty of peaks of sunshine are expected.

ü SW winds around 10 – 15 MPH sustained 

are expected this afternoon with gusts near 
25 MPH at times towards 12 PM.  Winds 

will gradually wane into the overnight and 

can become more variable as well.

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Precipitation is not expected today for most of today will need to watch into the evening around 10 PM for a nonzero risk.  Overall, rain chances tonight 

through tomorrow AM will be determined by where a front sets up.  Currently favoring it to set up to the south (more info on the next slide).

Snow totals /Icing concerns?

No concerns regarding icing or snow

Dew/Frost: 

Outside of low-end rain chances tomorrow AM, a risk for dew exists as winds calm relatively higher dew points.  Limiting factor are clouds which may limit 

how much surfaces can cool.  Overall, would be dew risk around 30%.  
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10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Next 7 Day Rainfall Totals

Precipitation:
ü WED: Rain this AM is expected to stay north and will need to watch for a low-end risk 

this evening.

ü THU: Confidence remains lower regarding rain activity tomorrow.  A low-pressure 

system will pass well to the south.  However, a front on its northern extent will at least 

be close to the Chicago area.  Chances will be on the increase after midnight tonight 

through the AM hours of tomorrow.  Current thinking is that from 5 AM – 10 AM is the 

best window of opportunity.  However, this front is anticipated to mainly stay to the 

south keeping chances/ totals low ( 0.03 – 0.1”).  There does exists more northerly / 

heavier solutions for tomorrow morning – these solutions are not favored at this time.

ü  FRI: Will need Friday afternoon/ evening for some snow that can work into the area.  

Any snow would likely be light with a low-end risk of a coating of snow on pavement.  

Recent warmer weather will be a great limiting factor regarding pavement impacts. 

ü SAT: Timing would need nailed down, but again potential for some flurries mainly prior 

to 8 AM

ü SUN – WED:   Lets watch early next week (TUE AM through WED) which could offer up 

some heavy rain and severe weather opportunities.  Confidence is low on the exact 

specifics but something to keep in mind.  Snow could follow this system.

Temperatures:
ü Overall temperatures stay quite mild 

with the coldest temperatures SAT 

AM after a brief cold front.

ü Temperatures will really spike next 
TUE out ahead of a system where 

temperatures can get into the 60’s F.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Cloudy conditions are expected on THU 

with more sunshine working into picture 

at times on FRI.

ü More sunshine expected into the 

weekend with an increase of cloud cover 

into next week with an approaching 
system.

ü Winds will also be on the increase on TUE 

– WED of next week.  Outside of stronger 

storm risks, ”general” winds will be 

elevated as well.
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